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What controls fire?
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What controls fire?
 Identifying controls with data-
driven approaches
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Fig. RGB-composite of climate, vegetation, and human controls on burned 
area based on the data-driven SOFIA fire model. 
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Decline in global burned area
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Science, 2017
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Agreement of datasets and models
 Burned area: monthly, 2005-2011
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Fig. Comparison of temporal burned area dynamics from satellite datasets, 
fire-enabled DGVMs, and random forest. 
Satellite datasets
• ESA Fire CCI MERIS
• ESA Fire CCI MODIS
• GFED4 (MODIS)
• GFED4s (MODIS)
• MCD64C6 (MODIS)
FireMIP models
• CLM-Li
• CTEM
• JSBACH-SPITFIRE
• JULES-Inferno
• LPJ-GUESS-SIMFIRE
• LPJ-GUESS-SPITFIRE
• ORCHIDEE-SPITFIRE
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How do fire-enabled dynamic global vegetation models
represent emergent relationships with burned area?
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How do fire-enabled dynamic global vegetation models
represent emergent relationships with burned area?
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Fire-enabled
dynamic global 
vegetation
models
Estimate burned area with
random forest (RF)
for data D or models M
BAD|M = RF(ClimateD, 
PopDensD, land coverD|M, 
GPPD|M, biomassD|M)
Response variable: 
Burned area (BA) from
satellite datasets (5x) or
FireMIP models (7x) 
Predictor variables
(GPP)
Photosynthesis
Climate: max, min T; wind 
speed; Precip.; wet-days
Population 
density
Land 
cover
Biomass
Satellite and
other
observation-
based data
Predictor and response variables 
from data and models, common
resolution: 2.5° x 1.89°, monthly , 
2005-2011
Relationships to fire
in data and models?
Importance and emergent relationships
between predictor variables and burned area
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Agreement of datasets and models
 Compare monthly burned area in 2005-2011
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Fig. Comparison of temporal burned area dynamics from satellite datasets, 
fire-enabled DGVMs, and random forest. 
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Importance of predictors
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Fig. Grid cell-level importance of predictor variables in 
satellite- and FireMIP-derived RF experiments. 
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Deriving relationships from random forest
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Fig.: Individual conditional expectation curves for burned
area against mean monthly maximum temperature
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Emergent relationships with burned area
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Fig. Examples of global emergent relationships of the fractional burned area per month to 
predictors from satellite-derived and FireMIP model-derived random forest experiments. 
Models broadly reproduce relationships with climate
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Sensitivity to pre-season plant productivity
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Conclusions
Vegetation models broadly reproduce relationships with climate, 
some models also with population density
Strong increase of burned area with previous season plant 
productivity was underestimated by most vegetation models
Need to improve links between plant types, vegetation productivity 
and fire occurrence
